
Quick Start—Beginner’s Rules
Remove Super Safari card and 2 Bonus cards from deck. Set tokens aside.

1.  Shuffle and Fan Out Cards Face Down
       Each player draws and places a card face up on table. Draw again if tied. Highest number  
           becomes initial dealer. More details see Rules of Play booklet, bottom of Page 4.

2.    Deal Cards  
       Dealer shuffles cards and passes 7 cards, one at a time, to each player beginning with player 
           left of dealer. After cards are distributed to players, the next card is turned face up to reveal the 
           trump color suit. (Photo Vista # is # of cards dealt each round.) Rules of Play booklet page 5. 
         
3.    Declare Bid
       Each player, beginning with player left of the dealer, declares the number of tricks they think 
          they will win. Bids are recorded on players score sheets. You must win the exact number of 
          tricks you bid or you will not score points for the round. Bids range from zero to the number of 
          cards dealt. For definitions of bid, trick, and trump see Rules of Play booklet page 9.

4.    Play Out Tricks
         Once bids have been made, the person to the left of the dealer plays any card chosen from 
           their hand to start the first trick. Then each player, in clockwise order, must play a card of the 
           led suit color, deciding whether or not they want to win the trick based on their bid. If they do 
           not have the led suit color they can play any other card. The card with the highest value will
           win the trick. Winner of the trick begins the next trick. The round continues until everyone’s  
           cards have been played. The next round is 6 cards, etc. Rules of Play booklet page 5.
           How is the card with the highest value determined? The highest value of the first suit color 

led always wins the trick unless a card of the trump color is played. When trump is played, the 
highest trump card wins.  (Zero = lowest; Twelve = highest.)

5.    Record Score 
           Successful bid = winning the exact number of tricks as originally bid.
           Successful bid:  10 points plus one point for each trick taken 
           Successful zero bid: 10 points
           Unsuccessful bid:  0 points             Rules of Play booklet page 7 for more detail on scoring.

Now that you understand trick-taking…GO WILD! 
(using the special cards & tokens)


